
RHSE at BCPS
‘Today’s children and young people are growing up in an 

increasingly complex world and living their lives seamlessly on and 
offline. This presents many positive and exciting opportunities, but 
also challenges and risks. In this environment, children and young 

people need to know how to be safe and healthy, and how to 
manage their academic, personal and social lives in a positive way.’



Understanding this Document

The following pages are designed to give a sample of the new 
RHSE curriculum.
Please look through each overview(Year 1 to 6) and familiarise 
yourself with the lesson headings. Each half-term will focus on a 
question from the following headings: Health and well-being, 
Relationships and Living in the Wider world. 
We have included an example lesson with particular focus on the 
key vocabulary which may be shared. 
Finally, there are also example resources which may be shared 
with the relevant year groups.

Please note the colours for the yearly overviews on 
the pages below.



Year One - Overview



Year One – An Example Session



A resource which may be shared (Year 1) 



Children may be asked to label male 
and female bodies (Year 1)



Year Two - Overview



Year Two – An Example Session



Year Three - Overview



Year Three – An Example Session



Year Four - Overview

These sessions 
will be explained 

in more detail 
below.



In Year 4 and 5, children will first be taught 
about puberty (see the Overviews for which term)



Year Four – An Example Session



Following the Question Model …



An Example Resource which may be 
shared…





Year Five - Overview



Year Five – An Example Session



Year Six - Overview



In Year 6, pupils will first be taught 
how babies are made



An Example Resource (Year 6)



Further Information

Thank you for taking the time to read through the new RHSE policy. If you 
have any further questions, please contact us and we will try to explain. 

Mrs Bache and Mr Keene


